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Agenda:  Present:  Julie, Leesa, Crystal, Patrick 
 

1. Prospective Portal 
a. Have you met with your CMS? 
b. When will channels be created for the portal? 
Juneau CMS has brought in channels, and Julie is reviewing. 
Anchorage and Fairbanks haven’t had a chance to work on yet. 
 

2. Web 4 Prospect 
 
Julie hasn’t run bridge until market segment changes are made, so has only been matching and 
pushing for right now.  Leesa has been pushing and is in the middle of running the bridge right now.  
Crystal has been pushing and ran the bridge recently. 

 
3. EMAS 

 
New IM program in Juneau.  OIT help desk and telecounselors will be manning the “IM” booth, and will 
be cross trained.  Info can be recorded.  

 
a. UA Scholar changes – setting up recruit record in Banner, exporting from Banner for EMAS. 

 
There were concerns about creating info in Banner from high school data.   
Patrick explained that data from high schools will be used to create a text file from an online 
web form.  That file would be pushed to Banner through current tape load process and will 
create a non-specific MAU recruit record.  Other data will be stored in special AK Scholar tables.  
Patrick suggested separate UA Scholar.txt file created at same time bridge is run.  Crystal said 
this was fine, Julie thought this sounded o.k. also.  Leesa agreed also.  Scholars will come out 
as 100’s, date stamped with date pushed to Banner (possibly, Patrick is looking into), market 
segment AKS. Scholars will have a separate address type/phone type/email type in Banner 
designated specifically for Scholars to prevent overwriting mailing or recruit address from 
reliable sources.  Discussed what designations to pull (designated, deferred, applied, current, 
expired, etc.)  Decided any potential scholar should be pulled. 
 

b. UAS Bridge update-market segment changes 
Melody will do the programming changes and Julie will test both market segment changes and 
previous changes done.  Patrick doesn’t think programming changes will take too long. 
 
Patrick reviewed task request with Julie.  All agreed to prioritize market segment changes first. 
Push that to prod, then have UA scholar info worked on and pushed to prod.  Then return to 
other parts of current task request Melody was working on.   
 
Crystal will forward some info about recent task request to Leesa so she can check UAA 
records. 
 

 
4. Patrick Update  

 
5. Other items/updates 

 



Patrick’s email summarizing UA Scholar changes: 
As discussed at the recruit meeting today: 
  
NOTE....we won't begin these additions until UAS market segments & Crystals 
partial TR have been approved 
  
What the addition will do: 
Create a second extract named "uascholars.txt" (currently "stdimprt.txt" is 
the lone extract) that will contain any potential or current Scholars for 
the term.  The extract format follows the same as the "stdimprt.txt" format. 
>From the new Scholars table, the records to include will be ones with the 
following statuses:  Designated, Override, Current, Deferred.  The Scholar 
records extracted will be restricted to the those whose "Term Invited" 
matches SRR2BE1's term parameter(s).  Extracted records will have a "AKS" 
market segment, and a Stage 100 date that matches the Scholar "Activity 
Date". 
  
Business Case/ Reasons - 
A separate extract will allow the recruit coordinators flexibility in 
managing the flow of Scholars data into the EMAS system.  The original 
proposal was to feed them directly into the current "stdimprt.txt" extract, 
but there are cases where a new Scholar would already have an existing 
recruit record in Banner, and the recruit coordinators want flexibility in 
being able to review incoming Scholar data before assumptions are made that 
the current recruit market segment is correct. 
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